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Abstract. A new computing machine, called an active element machine (AEM),
and the AEM programming language are presented. This computing model is mo-
tivated by the positive aspects of dendritic integration, inspired by biology, and tra-
ditional programming languages based on the register machine. Distinct from the
traditional register machine, the fundamental computing elements – active elements
– compute simultaneously. Distinct from traditional programming languages, all
active element commands have an explicit reference to time. These attributes make
the AEM an inherently parallel machine, enable the AEM to change its architecture
(program) as it is executing its program. Using a random bit source from the envi-
ronment and the Meta command, we show how to generate an AEM that represents
an arbitrary real number in [0,1]. Exploiting the randomness from the environment,
this example is extended to an AEM that can recognize an arbitrary binary language
L ⊆ {0,1}∗. Finally, we demonstrate an AEM that finds the Ramsey number r(3,3),
illustrating how parallel AEM algorithms and time in the commands help compute
an NP-hard problem.

1 Introduction

We present a new computing machine called an active element machine (AEM)
and the active element machine programming language. This computing model is
motivated by the positive aspects of dendritic integration, inspired by biology, and
traditional programming languages based on the register machine. Distinct from the
traditional register machine, the fundamental computing elements – active elements
– compute simultaneously. Distinct from traditional programming languages, all ac-
tive element commands have an explicit reference to time. These attributes make the
AEM an inherently parallel machine and enable the AEM to change its architecture
(program) as it is executing its program.
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1.1 Wilfrid Rall’s Models of Dendritic Integration

Wilfrid Rall’s research [35] in neurophysiology influenced the development of the
active element machine – in particular, his work on dendritic integration and how
this contributes to computation. Rall’s mathematical models are thorough and com-
plicated; Rall modelled the non-linearities of the neuron and much of his work fo-
cussed on the dendrites.

Our goal was to capture the critical computational properties of dendritic inte-
gration that use its computational power while keeping the mathematics as simple
as possible. Another goal was to assure that the mathematics and computing mech-
anism were simple enough to implement in silicon and other kinds of hardware
([18], [19]).

Our third goal was to make the machine and language simple enough to design
autonomous systems (implicitly program) with evolutionary methods or for a person
to explicitly program or both. Early and current neural network models [25], [31]
are complicated to program or do not have a simple programming language for
designing the network. For the above reasons, implicit and explicit programmability
were important criteria that influenced the design of the active element machine.

1.2 Register Machine Computation

Another part of this development comes from the formal model of the Turing ma-
chine [45] and the subsequent von Neumann architecture. (This section contains
some rhetorical content as a means to motivate new notions.) Today’s computers
do not conceptually work much differently than these early models. Perhaps, the
biggest difference is that today’s computers are much faster. In the current notion
of an algorithm, the relevant concepts of the Turing computing model (see [45] and
definitions 13, 14, 15, 16) are:

• There are finite number of alphabet symbols A = {a1, . . . ,an} read and written to
a tape.

• There are a finite number of machine states Q = {q1, . . . ,qm}.

• The Turing program, η , is a finite set of rules that stays fixed i.e. the rules do not
change as the program executes.

• The execution of one rule represents a computational step. During this compu-
tational step, one of the rules is selected, based on the current alphabet symbol
pointed to by the tape head and the current machine state. The output of the rule
specifies that a new alphabet symbol or the same symbol is written to the tape,
the machine moves to a new state or stays in the current state and that the tape
head moves one square to the left or right.

• Computational steps are executed sequentially with no explicit reference to time.
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In light of the above, it seems natural for the Turing machine to lead to the register
machine (see [1], [33], [44]). In the register machine, a program is a finite number
of instructions that are executed in a linear sequence. Further, the contents of a
register is changed in one computational step, which is analogous to writing a new
symbol on the tape during one computational step of the Turing machine. In the
register machine, there is also no explicit reference to an absolute or relative time.
Furthermore, usually one register machine instruction is executed at a time, which
creates a computational bottleneck.

1.3 Explicit Representation of Time

The register machine is a programmable machine but the program is fixed during
program execution. There is also no notion of explicit time in the register machine
model, only the order in which instructions are executed. Rall’s research does not
address programmability and has no notion of commands. His models used time,
dendritic integration and adaptability of the synapses. The active element machine
explicitly represents time in the machine commands which enables the following
useful properties.

• Parallel algorithms can be implemented in a natural way, since each active ele-
ment performs computation and all of them simultaneously compute.

• Explicit time in the active element commands enhances control over the active el-
ement machine computation because the synchronization of computation among
different groups of active elements can be coordinated. This coordination helps
avoid race conditions that can occur in the standard programming languages that
implement concurrent processes.

• The machine can change its own architecture (program) with the Meta command
while it is executing.

• The Meta command enables the active element machine’s complexity to increase
over time.

In [30], Edward Lee proposes using explicit time in a computing model and com-
puting applications.

This paper argues that to realize its full potential, the core abstractions of computing
need to be rethought to incorporate essential properties of the physical systems, most
particularly the passage of time. It makes a case that the solution cannot be simply
overlaid on existing abstractions, . . . . The emphasis needs to be on repeatable behavior
rather than on performance optimization.

1.4 Summary

Overall, we introduce the active element machine and a programming language that
can be used to explicitly or implicitly program the machine. We show that any reg-
ister machine can be computed by an active element machine. Using randomness
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in the environment, time and the Meta command, we show how to construct an
active element machine that corresponds to an arbitrary real number in [0,1]. Build-
ing upon this example, this AEM is extended so that it can recognize an arbitrary
language L ⊆ {0,1}∗. Finally, we demonstrate an example of an active element ma-
chine that finds the Ramsey number r(3,3) ([22], [36]), illustrating how parallel
AEM algorithms and time in the commands compute an NP-hard problem ([10],
[12], [21]).

2 Machine Architecture

An active element machine is composed of computational primitives called active
elements. There are three kinds of active elements: Input, Computational and Out-
put active elements. Input active elements process information received from the
environment or another active element machine. Computational active elements re-
ceive messages from the input active elements and other computational active ele-
ments firing activity and transmit new messages to computational and output active
elements. The output active elements receive messages from the input and compu-
tational active elements firing activity. The firing activity of the output active el-
ements represents the output of the active element machine. Every active element
is an active element in the sense that each one can receive and transmit messages
simultaneously.

Each active element receives messages, formally called pulses, from other active
elements and itself and transmits messages to other active elements and itself. If the
messages received by active element, Ei, at the same time sum to a value greater
than the threshold, then active element Ei fires. When an active element Ei fires, it
sends messages to other active elements.

Let Z denote the integers. We define the extended integers as Z = {m + kdT :
m,k ∈ Z and dT is a fixed infinitesimal}. For more on infinitesimals, see [38].

Definition 1. Machine Architecture
Γ , Ω , and Δ are index sets that index the input, computational, and output active

elements, respectively. Depending on the machine architecture, the intersections Γ
∩ Ω and Ω ∩ Δ can be empty or non-empty. A machine architecture, denoted as
M (I ,E ,O), consists of a collection of input active elements, denoted as I =
{Ei : i ∈ Γ }; a collection of computational active elements E = {Ei : i ∈ Ω}; and
a collection of output active elements O = {Ei : i ∈ Δ}. Each computational and
output active element, Ei, has the following components and properties:

• A threshold θi

• A refractory period ri where ri > 0.

• A collection of pulse amplitudes {Aki : k ∈ Γ ∪Ω}.

• A collection of transmission times {τki : k ∈ Γ ∪Ω}, where τki > 0 for all k ∈
Γ ∪Ω .
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• A function of time, Ψi(t), representing the time active element Ei last fired.
Ψi(t) = sup{s : s < t and gi(s) = 1}, where gi(s) is the output function of ac-
tive element Ei and is defined below. The sup is the least upper bound.

• A binary output function, gi(t), representing whether active element Ei fires at
time t. The value of gi(t) = 1 if ∑Aki(t) > θi where the sum ranges over all
k ∈ Γ ∪Ω and t ≥Ψi(t)+ ri. In all other cases, gi(t) = 0. For example, gi(t) = 0,
if t < Ψi(t)+ ri.

• A set of firing times of active element Ek within active element Ei’s integrating
window, Wki(t) = {s : active element Ek fired at time s and 0 ≤ t − s−τki < ωki}.
Let |Wki(t)| denote the number of elements in the set Wki(t). If Wki(t) = /0, then
|Wki(t)| = 0.

• A collection of input functions, {φki : k ∈ Γ ∪Ω}, each a function of time, and
each representing pulses coming from computational active elements, and in-
put active elements. The value of the input function is computed as φki(t) =
|Wki(t)|Aki(t).

• The refractory periods, transmission times and pulse widths are positive integers;
and pulse amplitudes and thresholds are integers. The time t – that these param-
eters are a function of i.e. θi(t),ri(t),Aki(t),ωki(t),τki(t) – is an element of the
extended integers Z.

Input active elements that are not computational active elements have the same char-
acteristics as computational active elements, except they have no inputs φki coming
from active elements in this machine. In other words, they don’t receive pulses from
active elements in this machine. Input active elements are assumed to be externally
firable. An external source such as the environment or an output active element from
another distinct machine M (I ′,E ′,O ′) can cause an input active element to fire.
The input active element can fire at any time as long as the current time minus the
time the input active element last fired is greater than or equal to the input active
element’s refractory period.

An active element, Ei, can be an input active element and a computational active
element. Similarly, an active element can be an output active element and a com-
putational active element. Alternatively, when an output active element, Ei, is not
a computational active element, where i ∈ Δ −Ω , then Ei does not send pulses to
active elements in this machine.

Example 1. Overlapping Pulses with Different Firing Times
Consider the four element machine where X , Y , and Z are input active elements

and B is a computational active element. The parameters of the elements and their
connections are shown in tables 1 and 2.
Input elements X , Y , and Z are externally fired at times 4, 1 and 2, respectively. At
time t = 3, pulses created by Y and Z are travelling to B but have not yet arrived.
B does not fire. At time t = 4, pulses created by Y and Z arrive at B. The input to B is
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Table 1 Element Parameter Values

Element Threshold Refractory Firing Times

X 1 4
Y 1 1
Z 1 2
B 10 2 5

No thresholds are shown for X , Y , and Z since they are input elements.

Table 2 Connection Parameter Values

Connection From To Amplitude Width Transmission Time

XB X B 3 4 1
YB Y B 4 2 3
ZB Z B 4 2 2

AY B(4)+ AZB(4) = 8 which does not exceed B’s threshold. B does not fire. At time
t = 5, pulses created by Y and Z are still at B because their pulse widths are 2. Also
the pulse from X arrives. The input to B is AXB(5)+ AYB(5)+ AZB(5) = 11 which
exceeds B’s threshold. B fires at time t = 5. At time t = 7, the refractory period of B
has expired. The pulses created by Y and Z have passed through B. The pulse from
X is still at B. The input to B is AXB(7) = 3 which does not exceed B’s threshold. B
does not fire at time t = 7.

We intuitively summarize the machine architecture. If gi(s) = 1, this means active
element Ei fired at time s. The refractory period, ri, is the amount of time that must
elapse after active element Ei just fired before Ei can fire again. The transmission
time, τki, is the amount of time it takes for active element Ei to find out that active
element Ek has fired. The pulse amplitude, Aki, represents the strength of the pulse
that active element Ek transmits to active element Ei after active element Ek has
fired. After this pulse reaches Ei, the pulse width ωki represents how long the pulse
lasts as input to active element Ei. At time s, the connection from Ek to Ei represents
the triplet (Aki(s),ωki(s),τki(s)). If Aki = 0, then there is no connection from active
element Ek to active element Ei.

3 Active Element Machine Programming Language

In this section, we show how to explicitly program an active element machine and
how to change the machine architecture as program execution proceeds. It is helpful
to define a programming language, influenced by S-expressions. There are five types
of commands: Element, Connection, Fire, Program and Meta.
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Definition 2. AEM Program
In Backus-Naur form, an AEM program is defined as follows.

<AEM_program> ::= <cmd_sequence>

<cmd_sequence> ::= "" | <AEM_cmd><cmd_sequence>

| <program_def><cmd_sequence>

<AEM_cmd> ::= <element_cmd> | <fire_cmd> | <meta_cmd>

| <cnct_cmd> | <program_cmd>

Definition 3. AEM Symbols and Extended Integer Expressions
In Backus-Naur form, the AEM symbols are defined as follows.

<ename> ::= "" | <int> | <symbol>

<symbol> ::= <symbol_string> | (<ename> . . . <ename>)

<symbol_string> ::= "" | <char_symbol><str_tail>

<str_tail> ::= "" | <char_symbol><str_tail> | 0<str_tail>

| <pos_int><str_tail>

<char_symbol> ::= <letter> | <special_char>

<letter> ::= <lower_case> | <upper_case>

<lower_case> ::= a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m
| n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z

<upper_case> ::= A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M
| N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z

<special_char> ::= "" | _

These rules represent the extended integers, addition and subtraction.

<int> ::= <pos_int> | <neg_int> | 0

<neg_int> ::= − <pos_int>

<pos_int> ::= <non_zero><digits>

<digits> ::= <numeral> | <numeral><digits>

<non_zero> ::= 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
<numeral> ::= "" | <non_zero> | 0

<aint> ::= <aint> <math_op> <d> | <d> <math_op> <aint> | <d>

<math_op> ::= + | -

<d> ::= <int> | <symbol_string> | <infinitesimal>

<infinitesimal> ::= dT
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Definition 4. Element
An Element command specifies the time when an active element’s values are

updated or created. This command has the following Backus-Naur syntax.

<element_cmd> ::= (Element (Time <aint>) (Name <ename>)
(Threshold <int>)(Refractory <pos_int>)(Last <int>))

The keyword Time tags the time integer value s at which the element is created
or updated. If the name symbol value is E, the keyword Name tags the name E of
the active element. The keyword Threshold tags the threshold θE(s) assigned to
E. Refractory tags the refractory value rE(s). The keyword Last tags the last
time fired value ΨE(s).

The following is an example of an element command.

(Element (Time 2) (Name H) (Threshold -3) (Refractory 2) (Last 0))

At time 2, if active element H does not exist, then it is created. Active element H has
its threshold set to −3, its refractory period set to 2, and its last time fired set to 0.
After time 2, active element H exists indefinitely with threshold = −3, refractory =
2 until a new Element command whose name value H is executed at a later time; in
this case, the Refractory, Threshold and Last values specified in the new command
are updated.

Definition 5. Connection
A Connection command creates or updates a connection from one active el-

ement to another active element. This command has the following Backus-Naur
syntax.

<cnct_cmd> ::= (Connection (Time <aint>)(From <ename>)(To <ename>)
[(Amp <int>)(Width <pos_int>)(Delay <pos_int>)] )

The keyword Time tags the time value s at which the connection is created or
updated. The keywordFrom tags the name F of the active element that sends a pulse
with these updated values. The keyword To tags the name T of the active element
that receives a pulse with these updated values. The keyword Amp tags the pulse
amplitude value AFT (s) that is assigned to this connection. The keyword Width
tags the pulse width value ωFT (s). The keyword Delay tags the transmission time
τFT (s).

When the AEM clock reaches time s, F and T are name values that must be the
name of an element that already has been created or updated before or at time s. Not
all of the connection parameters need to be specified in a connection command. If
the connection does not exist beforehand and the Width and Delay values are not
specified appropriately, then the amplitude is set to zero and this zero connection has
no effect on the AEM computation. Observe that the connection exists indefinitely
with the same parameter values until a new connection is executed at a later time
between From element F and To element T.
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The following is an example of a connection command.

(Connection (Time 2) (From C) (To L) (Amp -7) (Width 1) (Delay 3))

At time 2, the connection from active element C to active element L has its amplitude
set to −7, its pulse width set to 1, and its transmission time set to 3.

Definition 6. Fire
The Fire command has the following Backus-Naur syntax.

<fire_cmd> ::= (Fire (Time <aint>) (Name <ename>) )

The Fire command fires the active element indicated by the Name tag at the time
indicated by the Time tag. This command is primarily used to fire input active
elements in order to communicate program input to the active element machine.

An example is (Fire (Time 3) (Name C)), which fires active element C at t= 3.

Definition 7. Program
The Program command is convenient when a sequence of commands are used

repeatedly. This command combines a sequence of commands into a single com-
mand. It has the following definition syntax.

<program_def> ::= (Program <pname> [(Cmds <cmds>)][(Args <args>)]
<cmd_sequence> )

<pname> ::= <ename>

<cmds> ::= <cmd_name> | <cmd_name><cmds>

<cmd_name> ::= Element | Connection | Fire | Meta | <pname>

<args> ::= <symbol> | <symbol><args>

The Program command has the following execution syntax.

<program_cmd> ::= (<pname> [(Cmds <cmds>)] [(Args <args_cmd>)] )

<args_cmd> ::= <ename> | <ename><args_cmd>

The FireN program is an example of definition syntax.

(Program FireN (Args t E)
(Element (Time 0) (Name E)(Refractory 1)(Threshold 1)(Last 0))
(Connection (Time 0) (From E) (To E)(Amp 2)(Width 1)(Delay 1))
(Fire (Time 1) (Name E))
(Connection (Time t+1) (From E) (To E) (Amp 0))

)

The execution of the command (FireN (Args 8 E1)) causes element E1 to fire
8 times at times 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 and then E1 stops firing at time = 9.

Definition 8. Keywords clock and dT

The keyword clock evaluates to an integer, which is the value of the current
active element machine time. clock is an instance of <ename>. If the current
AEM time is 5, then the command
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(Element (Time clock) (Name clock) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1)

(Last -1))

is executed as

(Element (Time 5) (Name 5) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))

Once command (Element (Time clock) (Name clock) (Threshold 1)

(Refractory 1) (Last -1)) is created, then at each time step this command is
executed with the current time of the AEM. If this command is in the original AEM
program before the clock starts at 0, then the following sequence of elements named
0, 1, 2, . . . will be created.

(Element (Time 0) (Name 0) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 1) (Name 1) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 2) (Name 2) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))

. . .

The keyword dT represents a positive infinitesimal amount of time. dT > 0
and dT is less than every positive rational number. Similarly, -dT < 0 and -dT
is greater than every negative rational number. The purpose of dT is to prevent an
inconsistency in definition 1. For example, the use of dT helps remove the incon-
sistency of a To element about to receive a pulse from a From element at the same
time that the connection is removed.

Definition 9. Meta
The Meta command causes a command to execute when an element fires within

a window of time. This command has the following execution syntax.

<meta_cmd> ::= (Meta (Name <ename>) [<win_time>] <AEM_cmd>)

<win_time> ::= (Window <aint> <aint>)

To understand the behavior of the Meta command, consider the execution of

(Meta (Name E) (Window l w) (C (Args t a))

where E is the name of the active element. The keyword Window tags an interval
i.e. a window of time. l is an integer, which locates one of the boundary points
of the window of time. Usually, w is a positive integer, so the window of time is
[l, l+w]. If w is a negative integer, then the window of time is [l+w, l].

The commandC executes each time that E fires during the window of time, which
is either [l, l+w] or [l+w, l], depending on the sign of w. If the window of
time is omitted, then command C executes at any time that element E fires. In other
words, effectively l = −∞ and w = ∞.

Consider the example where the FireN command was defined in 7.

(FireN (Args 8 E1))

(Meta (Name E1) (Window 1 5) (C (Args clock a b)) )

Command C is executed 6 times with arguments clock, a, b. We say the firing
of E1 triggers the execution of command C.
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In regard to the Meta command, we explain one assumption that is analogous to
the Turing machine tape being unbounded as Turing program execution proceeds.
(See Definitions 13 and 14.) During execution of a finite active element program, an
active element can fire and due to one or more Meta commands, new elements and
connections can be added to the machine. As a consequence, at any time the active
element machine only has a finite number of computing elements and connections
but the number of elements and connections can be unbounded as a function of time
as the active element program executes.

4 Resolving Concurrent Generation of AEM Commands

We first explain how to resolve concurrency issues pertaining to two or more com-
mands about to set parameter values of the same connection or same element at the
same time. Then we address the Fire, Meta and Program commands.

For example, consider two or more connection commands, connecting the same
active elements, that are generated and scheduled to execute at the same time.

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp -4) (Width 3) (Delay 7))

Then the simultaneous execution of these two commands can be handled by defining
the outcome to be equivalent to the execution of only one connection command
where the respective amplitudes, widths and transmission times are averaged.

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp -1) (Width 2) (Delay 4))

In the general case, for n connection commands

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp a1)(Width w1)(Delay s1))
(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp a2)(Width w2)(Delay s2))
. . .

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp an)(Width wn)(Delay sn))

we resolve these to the execution of one connection command

(Connection (Time t) (From A) (To B) (Amp a) (Width w) (Delay s))

where a, w and s are defined based on the application. For theoretical studies of the
AEM, averaging the respective amplitudes, widths and transmission times can be
useful in mathematical proofs.

a = (a1 + a2 + . . . + an) / n
w = (w1 + w2 + . . . + wn) / n
s = (s1 + s2 + . . . + sn) / n

For some applications, when there is noisy environmental data fed to the
input effectors and amplitudes, widths and transmission times are evolved and mu-
tated ([9], [14], [17], [19], [26], [27], [29]), extremely large (in absolute value)
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amplitudes, widths and transmission times can arise that skew an average function.
In this context, computing the median of the amplitudes, widths and delays provides
a simple method to address skewed amplitude, width and transmission time values.

a = median(a1, a2, . . . , an)
w = median(w1, w2, . . . , wn)
s = median(s1, s2, . . . , sn)

Another alternative is to add the parameter values.

a = a1 + a2 + . . . + an
w = w1 + w2 + . . . + wn
s = s1 + s2 + . . . + sn

Similarly, consider when two or more element commands – that all specify the
same active element E – are generated and scheduled to execute at the same time.

(Element (Time t) (Name E)(Threshold h1)(Refractory r1)(Last s1))
(Element (Time t) (Name E)(Threshold h2)(Refractory r2)(Last s2))
. . .

(Element (Time t) (Name E)(Threshold hn)(Refractory rn)(Last sn))

we resolve these to the execution of one element command,

(Element (Time t) (Name E) (Threshold h) (Refractory r) (Last s))

where h, r and s are defined based on the application. Similar to the connection
command, for theoretical studies of the AEM, the threshold, refractory and last time
fired values can be averaged.

h = (h1 + h2 + . . . + hn) / n
r = (r1 + r2 + . . . + rn) / n
s = (s1 + s2 + . . . + sn) / n

In autonomous applications, where evolution of parameter values occurs, the median
can also help address skewed values in the element commands.

h = median(h1, h2, . . ., hn)
r = median(r1, r2, . . ., rn)
s = median(s1, s2, . . ., sn)

Another alternative is to add the parameter values.

h = h1 + h2 + . . . + hn
r = r1 + r2 + . . . + rn
s = s1 + s2 + . . . + sn

Rules 1, 2, and 3 resolve concurrency issues pertaining to the Fire, Meta and
Program commands.
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1. If two or more Fire commands attempt to fire element E at time t, then element
E is fired just once at time t.

2. Only one Meta command can be triggered by the firing of an active element. If a
new Meta command is created and it happens to be triggered by the same element
E as a prior Meta command, then the old Meta command is removed and the new
Meta command is triggered by element E.

3. If a Program command is called by a Meta command, then the Program’s internal
Element, Connection, Fire and Meta commands follow the previous concurrency
rules defined. If a Program command exists within a Program command, then
these rules are followed recursively on the nested Program command.

5 Copy and Nand Program Examples

We demonstrate an active element copy program and a nand program.

Example 2. Copy Program
This active element program copies an element’s firing state to another element.

(Program copy (Args s t b a)
(Element (Time s-1)(Name b)(Threshold 1)(Refractory 1)(Last s-1))
(Connection (Time s-1)(From a) (To b)(Amp 0) (Width 0) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time s) (From a) (To b) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time s) (From b) (To b) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time t) (From a) (To b) (Amp 0) (Width 0) (Delay 1))

)

When the copy program is called, active element b will start firing if a fired
during the window of time [s, t). Further, a connection is set up from b to b so that
b will keep firing indefinitely. This enables b to store active element a’s firing state.

Example 3. Nand Program
This active element program computes a nand circuit.

(Program nand (Args s x y l h)
(Element (Time s) (Name x) (Threshold 0) (Refractory 1) (Last s))
(Element (Time s) (Name y) (Threshold 0) (Refractory 1) (Last s))
(Element (Time s) (Name h) (Threshold -3)(Refractory 2) (Last s))
(Element (Time s) (Name l) (Threshold 3) (Refractory 2) (Last s))
(Connection (Time s) (From x) (To l) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time s) (From x) (To h) (Amp -2)(Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time s) (From y) (To l) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time s) (From y) (To h) (Amp -2)(Width 1) (Delay 1))

)

B and C are input elements. L (represents a 0 output) and H (represents a 1 output)
are output elements. The call (nand (Args -1 B C L H)) creates the connec-
tions between B, C, L and H. We verify all four cases where | is the Sheffer stroke.
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1. At t = 0, active elements B and C do not fire i.e. B | C = 0|0 = 1. Since the
threshold of H is −3, H fires at time t = 1.

2. At t = 0, active element B fires and C does not fire i.e. B | C= 1|0 = 1. Since one
pulse with amplitude −2 reaches H at t = 1 just as the refractory period expires
and −2 > −3, then H fires at time t = 1.

3. At t = 0, active element B does not fire and C fires i.e. B | C= 0|1 = 1. Since one
pulse with amplitude −2 reaches H at t = 1 just as the refractory period expires
and −2 > −3, then H fires at time t = 1

4. At t = 0, active elements B and C both fire i.e. B | C= 1|1 = 0. At time t = 1, two
pulses with amplitude −2 reach H so H does not fire. At time t = 1, two pulses
reach L, and each pulse has amplitude 2. L has threshold = 3, so L fires at t = 1.

6 Machine Computation

In the nand program example, we used the firing of output elements L, H to repre-
sent the low, high outputs respectively. The firing of elements was used to represent
the computation of a boolean function. We formalize firing representations, machine
computation and interpretation in the next set of definitions.

Definition 10. Firing Representation
Consider active element Ei’s firing times in the interval of time W = [t1, t2]. Let

s1 be the earliest firing time of Ei lying in W , and sn the latest firing time lying in W .
Then Ei ’s firing sequence F(Ei,W ) = [s1, . . . ,sn] = {s ∈ W : gi(s) = 1} is called a
firing sequence of the active element Ei over the window of time W . From active ele-
ments {E1,E2, . . . ,En}, create the tuple (F(E1,W ),F(E2,W ), . . . ,F(En,W )), which
is called a firing representation of the active elements {E1, . . . ,En} within the win-
dow of time W .

At the machine level of interpretation, firing representations express the input to,
the computation of, and the output of an active element machine. At a more ab-
stract level, firing representations can represent an input symbol, an output symbol,
a sequence of symbols, a spatio-temporal pattern, a number, or even a sequence of
program instructions.

Definition 11. Sequence of Firing Representations
Let W1,W2, . . . ,Wn be a sequence of time intervals. Let F (E ,W1) = (F(E1,W1),

F(E2,W1), . . . ,F(En,W1)) be a firing representation of active elements E = {E1,E2,
. . . ,En} over the interval W1. In general, let F (E ,Wk) = (F(E1,Wk),F(E2,Wk),
. . .F(En,Wk)) be a firing representation over the interval of time Wk. From these, a
sequence of firing representations, [F (E ,W1),F (E ,W2), . . . ,F (E ,Wn)] is created.

Definition 12. Machine Computation
Let [F (E ,W1),F (E ,W2), . . . ,F (E ,Wn)] be a sequence of firing representa-

tions. [F (E ,S1), F (E ,S2), . . . ,F (E ,Sm)] is some other sequence of firing rep-
resentations. Suppose machine architecture M (I ,E ,O) has input active elements
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I fire with the pattern [F (E ,S1),F (E ,S2), . . . ,F (E ,Sm)] and consequently M ’s
output active elements O fire according to [F (E ,W1),F (E ,W2), . . . ,F (E ,Wn)]. In
this case, we say the machine M computes [F (E ,W1),F (E ,W2), . . . ,F (E ,Wn)]
from [F (E ,S1),F (E ,S2), . . . ,F (E ,Sm)].

An active element machine is an interpretation between two sequences of firing
representations if the machine can compute the output sequence of firing represen-
tations from the input sequence of firing representations. Using the definition of
machine computation, examples 2 and 3 help derive the following theorem.

Theorem 1. A register machine with an unbounded number of registers can be con-
structed with an active element program.

Proof. We sketch a proof. A finite boolean function can be constructed by compos-
ing a finite number of nand circuits. The repeated use of the copy program enables
an active element machine to store an unbounded amount of state in terms of bits.
A register machine can be constructed from the boolean functions and the ability to
store state. An unbounded number of registers can be supported by the active ele-
ment machine because the Element and Connection commands enable the program
to add new Elements and Connections at any time. Thus, new registers can be added
as needed during the computation of the register machine program.

Corollary 1. Any Turing computable function can be computed by some active ele-
ment machine, specified by a finite active element program.

Proof. In [44], they show that the partial recursive functions are the same as the
functions computable by their register machine model and consequently the same
as the Turing computable functions (see [45], and Definitions 13, 14, 15 and 16).
The corollary follows from this fact and Theorem 1.

Example 4. Randomness generates an AEM, representing a real number in [0,1]
Using a random process in the environment to fire or not fire one input effector I at
each unit of time, we describe an active element program with a firing representation
of an arbitrary real number in the unit interval [0,1].

This example uses a random process from the environment to either fire input ef-
fector I or not fire I at time t = n where n is a natural number {0,1,2,3, . . .}. This
random sequence of 0 and 1’s can be generated by quantum optics ([28], [43]) or
another type of quantum or physical phenomena [2].

Using the Meta command, the random sequence of bits creates active elements
0,1,2, . . . that store the binary representation b0b1b2 . . . of real number x ∈ [0,1]. If
input effector I fires at time t = n, then bn = 1; thus, we create active element n
so that after t = n, element n fires every unit of time indefinitely. If input effector I
does not fire at time t = n, then bn = 0 and active element n is created so that it never
fires. The following finite active element machine program exhibits this behavior.
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(Program C (Args t)
(Connection (Time t) (From I) (To t) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time t+1+dT) (From I) (To t) (Amp 0))
(Connection (Time t) (From t) (To t) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
)

(Element (Time clock) (Name clock) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1)
(Last -1))

(Meta (Name I) (C (Args clock)))

We explain how this program exhibits this behavior, assuming the sequence of
random bits from the environment begins with 1, 0, 1, . . .. Thus, input element I
fires at times 0, 2, . . . . At time 0, the following commands are executed.

(Element (Time 0) (Name 0) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1)(Last -1))

(C (Args 0))

The execution of (C (Args 0)) causes the three connection commands to execute.

(Connection (Time 0) (From I) (To 0) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 1+dT) (From I) (To 0) (Amp 0))

(Connection (Time 0) (From 0) (To 0) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

Because of the first connection command

(Connection (Time 0) (From I) (To 0) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

the firing of input element I at time 0 sends a pulse with amplitude 2 to element
0. Thus, element 0 fires at time 1. Then at time 1+dT, a moment after time 1, the
connection from input element I to element 0 is removed. At time 0, a connection
from element 0 to itself with amplitude 2 is created. As a result, element 0 continues
to fire indefinitely, representing that b0 = 1.

At time 1, command

(Element (Time 1) (Name 1) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1)(Last -1))

is created. Since element 1 has no connections into it and threshold 1, element 1
never fires. Thus b1 = 0.

At time 2, input element I fires, so the following commands are executed.
(Element (Time 2) (Name 2) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1)(Last -1))

(C (Args 2))

The execution of (C (Args 2)) causes the three connection commands to
execute.
(Connection (Time 2) (From I) (To 2) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 3+dT) (From I) (To 2) (Amp 0))

(Connection (Time 2) (From 2) (To 2) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

Because of the first connection command
(Connection (Time 2) (From I) (To 2) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

the firing of input element I at time 2 sends a pulse with amplitude 2 to element
2. Thus, element 2 fires at time 3. Then at time 3+dT, a moment after time 3, the
connection from input element I to element 2 is removed. At time 2, a connection
from element 2 to itself with amplitude 2 is created. As a result, element 2 continues
to fire indefinitely, representing that b2 = 1.
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7 AEM Binary Language Recognizer

In this section, based on example 4, we show how to build a binary language recog-
nizer, but do not focus on optimizing the speed of the binary language recognition.
In the next section, we will show active elements performing simultaneous compu-
tations on an NP-hard problem.

First, we review some definitions and notation for binary strings and languages.
A binary string is a finite sequence of 0s and 1s. The set of binary strings of length
n is denoted as {0,1}n. If string w ∈ {0,1}k, then w’s length is |w| = k. The set of
all finite binary strings is denoted as {0,1}∗ =

⋃∞
n=1{0,1}n. Consider function f :

{0,1}∗ → {0,1}, then L = f−1(1) is a binary language. Every binary language can
be represented as the inverse image g−1(1) for some unique function g : {0,1}∗ →
{0,1}. For any function f : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}, define fn : {0,1}n → {0,1} such that
f restricted on {0,1}n = fn i.e. fn(u) = f (u) for all u in {0,1}n.

We can create an ordering of the strings [{0,1}∗,≺] as follows. For any two
distinct strings u,w ∈ {0,1}∗, then u ≺ w if |u| < |w|; w ≺ u if |w| < |u|. Otherwise,
|u|= |w| in which case u ≺ w if u is smaller than w, treating u,w as binary numbers;
or w ≺ u if w is smaller than u as binary numbers.

There are 2n binary strings of length n. Let φ(n) = 2n and β (n) = φ(φ(n)). From
the following diagram, it is an easy observation

000 . . .0 −→ 0 or 1
100 . . .0 −→ 0 or 1
010 . . .0 −→ 0 or 1
110 . . .0 −→ 0 or 1

. . .
111 . . .1 −→ 0 or 1

that there are β (n) distinct Boolean functions fn : {0,1}n →{0,1}. Each integer cn

satisfying 0 ≤ cn < β (n) corresponds to a distinct fn : {0,1}n → {0,1}.
This correspondence can be implemented with an active element machine that

uses the elements created in example 4 to encode for the numbers c1,c2, . . .. The
encoding of boolean function f1 is stored (represented) in the first β (1) active el-
ements 0, 1, 2, 3, which represent natural number c1. For each natural number n,
the boolean function fn is represented with the next β (n) elements generated by the
Meta command from the random input to element I, as described in example 4.

These groups of active elements representing c1, c2, . . . are called registers. In
general, register R−n stores cn as shown in table 3.

Table 3 Register encoding of Boolean functions fn and binary string a1 . . .am

Register . . . −n . . . −1 0 1 . . . m

Contents . . . cn . . . c1 m a1 . . . am
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The binary string of length m that is accepted or not accepted by this machine is
stored in registers R1,R2, . . . ,Rm and represented as a1a2 . . .am where each ak is a
0 or 1. Each register Rk can be represented with a single active element Jk where it
fires indefinitely if ak = 1 and never fires if ak = 0.

In order to refer to the register of a register, we use the notation RRn . If register
Rn contains −5 and the contents of R−5 = 29, then the contents of RRn = 29.

Solution 1. Binary Language Decision Steps 1 to 6
Steps 1 to 6 decide whether a binary string S = a1a2 . . .am is in the language

determined by the active element machine. Before step 1 is started, for each natural
number n ≤ m, the value cn is stored in register R−n, where 0 ≤ cn < β (n). Since
each cn uses 2n bits to store cn, input element I needs 1 + 2 + . . .2m time steps i.e.
1 + 2 + . . .2m random bits from the environment before all these register values are
assigned.

The values in registers R1, R2, . . . , Rm are 0 or 1 where Rk, such that 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
stores the value of ak. The value m is stored in register 0.

1. Read the string length m from register R0. Compute 2m. Store in register Rm+1.

2. Store 0 in register Rm+2. Store cm in register Rm+3.

3. Initialize registers Rm+5, . . . , Rm+4+2m with 0.

4. In a loop that is executed cm times,
Do
{

Increment register Rm+2.

Increment the binary number in registers Rm+5, . . . Rm+4+2m .

} Until register Rm+2 equals register Rm+3.

5. Compute (m+ 5+ binary a1a2 . . .am) stored in R1, R2, . . . , Rm.

Store 1 in register Rm+1.

Store m+ 5 in register Rm+2.

Store 0 in register Rm+3.

Store 1 in register Rm+4.

In a loop that is executed m times,
Do
{

If the contents of RRm+1 equals 1, add the value in Rm+4 to Rm+2.

Increment Rm+3.

Increment Rm+1.

Double value in Rm+4 and store back in register Rm+4.

} Until the value in Rm+3 equals m.
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6. If register RRm+2 contains a 1 then binary string a1a2 . . .am is in the language
recognized by this machine. Otherwise, RRm+2 contains a 0 and binary string
a1a2 . . .am is not in the language recognized by this machine.

Example 5. Steps 1 through 6 when c3 = 203
This example shows the encoding of f3 when c3 = 203 and describes steps 1, 2, ...,
6 as they are executed.

Suppose R−3 has c3 = 203 stored in it. This example demonstrates how c3 = 203
encodes for the corresponding f3 and how f3(S) is computed for any S in {0,1}3.
Decimal number 203 in reversed binary is 11010011 = 20 + 21 + 23 + 26 + 27. The
ordering of {0,1}3 = [000,100,010,110,001,101,011,111], which is iterated in
this order in the loop of step 5. The bits of 1101 0011 represent the range values
of f3 where f3(000) = the 1st bit in 1101 0011 ; f3(100) = the 2nd bit in 1101 0011
; . . . ; f3(111) = the eighth (23) bit in 1101 0011. This is summarized in table 4.

Table 4 Boolean functions f3

f3(000) = 1 f3(100) = 1 f3(010) = 0 f3(110) = 1

f3(001) = 0 f3(101) = 0 f3(011) = 1 f3(111) = 1

Before program execution starts the contents of R0 = 3, R1 = 0, R2 = 1 and R3 =
1. Thus, the program will decide whether S = 011 lies in the language determined
by this machine. Steps 1 to 6 execute as follows.

• Step 1 reads 3 from R0 and computes 23 = 8. Then 8 is stored in R4.

• Step 2 stores the contents of R−R0 = 203 in register R6. Also, 0 is stored in R5.

• Step 3 stores 0 in R8, R9 , R10, . . . , R15.

• Step 4 executes the loop 203 times. The binary counter increments registers R8,
R9, R10, . . . , R15 in reversed binary representation. After executing this loop 203
times, R8 = 1, R9 = 1, R10 = 0, R11 = 1, R12 = 0, R13 = 0, R14 = 1, R15 = 1.

• Step 5 initializes Rm+2 to 8. The loop adds binary number R1, R2, R3 to 8 and
stores it in Rm+2. The purpose of register Rm+2 is that it indexes the value of
f3(011) in step 6 which decides whether 011 is in the language computed by this
machine. After the first pass through the loop, since R1 = 0, then Rm+2 = 8. After
the second pass, Rm+4 = 2, so Rm+2 = 10. After the third and final pass through
the loop, Rm+4 = 4, so Rm+2 = 14.

• In Step 6, the value of Rm+2 = 14. Thus, RRm+2 = R14 = 1. Thus, f3(011) = 1, so
011 is in the language computed by this machine.

Storing and initializing can be implemented with a register machine; increment-
ing can be implemented with a register machine; looping, doubling, counting and
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adding can be implemented with a register machine; and computing 2m involves
executing a doubling routine inside a loop that is executed m times. From these ob-
servations and Theorem 1, steps 1 through 6 can be implemented with an active
element machine.

Next, we present three lemmas and a theorem. These results prove that steps
1 through 6 decide whether an arbitrary binary string S = a1a2 . . .am lies in the
language determined by this active element machine.

Lemma 1. For any L ⊆ {0,1}∗, then L = f−1{1} for some f : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}.

Proof. Set Ln = L∩{0,1}n. Then Ln ∩Lm = /0 whenever n �= m. Define the boolean
function fn : {0,1}n → {0,1} as follows. For each S in {0,1}n, if S lies in L, then
define fn(S) = 1. If S does not lie in L, then define fn(S) = 0. Set f = ∪∞

n=1 fn. Then
f−1{1} = L.

Lemma 2. For each cn, satisfying 0 ≤ cn < β (n) and such that R−n contains cn

before program execution starts, then for any binary string S = a1a2 . . .an in {0,1}n,
step 6 decides whether S lies in the language of the machine. As S ranges over each
element of {0,1}n, then this determines the set Ln ⊆ {0,1}n of all binary strings of
length n, that are recognized by this machine.

Proof. Step 4 is iterated cn times where 0 ≤ cn < β (n) and each time through the
loop, the contents of registers Rn+5 . . . , Rn+4+2n are incremented as a binary number
where Rn+5 stores the 20 bit, Rn+6 stores the 21 bit, . . ., and Rn+4+2n stores the 2n

bit. As a result, step 4 creates a sequence of 0’s and 1’s, representing the binary
encoding of fn, according to the ordering of {0,1}n created in step 5. Step 6 uses
this encoding and ordering to determine whether a binary string S of length n is
recognized by the machine.

Lemma 3. Steps 1 through 6 with cn initially stored in R−n, where 0 ≤ cn < β (n)
before program execution starts, decide a unique language L ⊆ {0,1}n. If bn �= cn

and 0 ≤ bn,cn < β (n), then the languages determined by these two different values
are distinct.

Proof. Let Kn ⊆ {0,1}n be the language decided by machine K with register R−n

containing bn. Let Ln ⊆ {0,1}n be the language decided by machine L with reg-
ister R−n containing cn. When a binary string of length n is stored in registers
R1,R2, . . . ,Rn before program execution, then after step 4 is completed, the values
of whether to accept or not accept a binary string of length n are stored as Rn+5, . . . ,
Rn+4+2n . If bn stored in register R−n of machine K is not equal to cn stored in R−n

of machine L, then after step 4 is completed R j in machine K is not equal to R j in
machine L for some j satisfying n + 5 ≤ j ≤ n + 4 + 2n. This implies that language
Kn �= Ln.

Theorem 2. There is a one to one correspondence between the binary languages
L⊆{0,1}∗ and the sequence of natural numbers c1,c2, . . . ,cn, . . . , such that for each
n, the natural number cn satisfies 0≤ cn < β (n). Furthermore, if each register R−n is
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initialized to cn where 1≤ n≤ m before program execution of step 1 begins, then the
program execution recognizes this corresponding binary language, where the binary
string of length m to be recognized is initially stored in registers R1,R2, . . . ,Rm.

Proof. This theorem follows immediately from the three previous lemmas.

8 An AEM Program Computes a Ramsey Number

In this section, we turn our attention to computing a Ramsey number with an AEM
program. Ramsey theory can be intuitively described as the study of structure which
is preserved under finite decomposition (see [10], [22], [36]). Applications of Ram-
sey theory include results in number theory [40], algebra, geometry [15], topology
[20], set theory, logic [36], ergodic theory [20], computer science ([3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [46]), including lower bounds for parallel sorting [16], game theory [24] and
information theory ([37], [41]). Progress on determining the basic Ramsey numbers
r(k, l) has been slow. For positive integers k and l, r(k, l) denotes the least integer
n such that if the edges of the complete graph Kn are 2-colored with colors red and
blue, then there always exists a complete subgraph Kk containing all red edges or
there exists a subgraph Kl containing all blue edges.

To put our slow progress into perspective, arguably the best combinatorist of the
20th century, Paul Erdös asks us to imagine an alien force, vastly more powerful
than us, landing on Earth and demanding the value of r(5,5) or they will destroy
our planet. In this case, Erdös claims that we should marshal all our computers and
all our mathematicians and attempt to find the value. But suppose instead that they
ask for r(6,6). For r(6,6), Erdös believes that we should attempt to destroy the
aliens [42].

Theorem 3. The standard finite Ramsey theorem.
For any positive integers m,k,n, there is a least integer N(m,k,n) with the

following property: no matter how we color each of the n-element subsets of
S = {1,2, ...,N} with one of k colors, there exists a subset Y of S with at least
m elements, such that all n-element subsets of Y have the same color (See [23],
[36], [39]).

When G and H are simple graphs, there is a special case of theorem 3. Define the
Ramsey number r(G,H) to be the smallest N such that if the complete graph KN

is colored red and blue, either the red subgraph contains G or the blue subgraph
contains H. (A simple graph is an unweighted, undirected graph containing no graph
loops or multiple edges. In a simple graph, the edges of the graph form a set and
each edge is a pair of distinct vertices.) In [10], S.A. Burr proves that determining
r(G,H) is an NP-hard problem.

We show how to build an AEM program that solves a special case of Theorem
3. Color each edge of the complete graph K6 red or blue. Then there is always at
least one triangle, which contains only blue edges or only red edges. In terms of the
standard Ramsey theorem, this is the special case N(3,2,2) where n = 2 since we
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color edges (i.e. 2-element subsets); k = 2 since we use two colors; and m = 3 since
we seek a red or blue triangle.

To demonstrate how an AEM program can be designed to compute N(3,2,2)= 6,
we first show how to build an AEM program that verifies N(3,2,2) > 5, based on
figure 1.

Fig. 1 A 2-coloring of K5
containing no monochro-
matic K3 (triangle)

The symbols B and R represent blue and red, respectively. We put indices on B
and R to denote active elements that correspond to the K5 graph geometry. First,
we explain where the indices come from. Let E = {{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{1,5},
{2,3},{2,4},{2,5}, {3,4},{3,5},{4,5}} denote the edge set of K5. The triangle
set T = {{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{1,2,5}, {1,3,4},{1,3,5},{1,4,5}, {2,3,4},{2,3,5},
{2,4,5},{3,4,5}}. As shown in figure 1, each edge is colored red or blue. Thus the
red edges are {{1,2},{1,5},{2,3},{3,4},{4,5}} and the blue edges are {{1,3},
{1,4},{2,4}, {2,5},{3,5}}.

We number each group of AEM commands for K5, based on the group’s purpose.
This is useful because we will refer to these groups, when describing the computa-
tion for K6.

1. The elements representing red and blue edges are established as follows.

(Element (Time 0) (Name R_12) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name R_15) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name R_23) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name R_34) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name R_45) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))

(Element (Time 0) (Name B_13) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name B_14) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name B_24) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name B_25) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name B_35) (Threshold 1) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))

2. Fire element R_jk if edge { j,k} is red.

(Fire (Time 0) (Name R_12))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name R_15))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name R_23))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name R_34))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name R_45))
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Fire element B_jk if edge { j,k} is blue where j < k.

(Fire (Time 0) (Name B_13))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name B_14))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name B_24))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name B_25))
(Fire (Time 0) (Name B_35))

3. The following Meta commands cause these elements to keep firing after they
have fired once.

(Meta (Name R_jk) (Window 0 1)
(Connection (Time 0) (From R_jk) (To R_jk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1)))

(Meta (Name B_jk) (Window 0 1)
(Connection (Time 0) (From B_jk) (To B_jk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1)))

4. To determine if a blue triangle exists on vertices {i, j,k}, where {i, j,k} ranges
over T , three connections are created for each potential blue triangle.

(Connection (Time 0) (From B_ij) (To B_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 0) (From B_jk) (To B_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 0) (From B_ik) (To B_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

5. To determine if a red triangle exists on vertex set {i, j,k}, where {i, j,k} ranges
over T , three connections are created for each potential red triangle.

(Connection (Time 0) (From R_ij) (To R_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 0) (From R_jk) (To R_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))
(Connection (Time 0) (From R_ik) (To R_ijk) (Amp 2) (Width 1) (Delay 1))

6. For each vertex set {i, j,k} in T , the following elements are created.

(Element (Time 0) (Name R_ijk) (Threshold 5) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))
(Element (Time 0) (Name B_ijk) (Threshold 5) (Refractory 1) (Last -1))

Because the threshold is 5, we see that element R_ijk only fires when all three
elements R_ij, R_jk, R_ik fired one unit of time ago. Likewise, the element
B_ijk only fires when all three elements B_ij, B_jk, B_ik fired one unit
of time ago. From this, we observe that as of clock = 3 i.e. 4 time steps, this
AEM program determines that N(3,2,2) > 5. This AEM computation uses |E|+
2|T | = 5!

2!3! + 2 5!
3!2! = 30 active elements. Further, this AEM program creates and

uses 3|T |+ 3|T |+ |E|= 70 connections.
For K6, the edge set E = {{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{1,5},{1,6},{2,3},{2,4},{2,5},

{2,6}, {3,4},{3,5},{3,6},{4,5},{4,6},{5,6}}. The triangle set T = { {1,2,3},
{1,2,4},{1,2,5}, {1,2,6},{1,3,4},{1,3,5},{1,3,6},{1,4,5},{1,4,6}, {1,5,6},
{2,3,4}, {2,3,5},{2,3,6}, {2,4,5},{2,4,6},{2,5,6},{3,4,5},{3,4,6},{3,5,6},
{4,5,6}}. For each 2-coloring of E , each edge is colored red or blue. There are 2|E|
2-colorings of E . For this graph, |E| = 6!

2!4! .
To build a similar AEM program, the commands in groups 1 and 2 range over ev-

ery possible 2-coloring of E . The remaining groups 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the same based
on the AEM commands created in groups 1 and 2 for each particular 2-coloring.

This AEM program verifies that every 2-coloring of E contains at least one red
triangle or one blue triangle i.e. N(3,2,2) = 6. We make no optimizations using
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graph isomorphisms [32]. If we build an AEM language construct for generating
all active elements for each 2-coloring of E at time zero, then the resulting AEM
program can determine the answer in 5 time steps. (We need one more time step,
215 additional connections and one additional element to verify that every one of
the 215 AEM programs is indicating that it found a red or blue triangle.) This AEM
program – that determines the answer in 5 time steps – uses 2|E|(|E|+ 2|T |) + 1
active elements and 2|E|(3|T |+ 3|T |+ |E|+ 1) connections, where |E| = 15 and
|T | = 20.

9 Discussion and Further Work

First, we summarize the results in section 7. It is well-known ([13], [33], [45]) that
there are an uncountable number of binary languages in {0,1}∗, for which no stan-
dard Turing machine with a finite number of non-blank symbols on the tape is able
to recognize. This is also true for a finite register machine program ([13], [33], [44]).
Yet by building upon example 4, using randomness from the environment and the
Meta command, we were able to generate an AEM with a finite number of AEM
commands, that is able to recognize an arbitrary language L ⊆ {0,1}∗. This sug-
gests that evolutionary methods ([9], [14], [17], [26], [27], [29]) along with quantum
randomness ([11]) may be able to implicitly design AEMs that can exhibit useful
computing behavior, which explicit register machine programs are unable to attain.

In regard to section 8, an extension of the Ramsey theorem (large Ramsey num-
bers) occurs when the set Y is large. A set Y is large if its cardinality is larger than
its smallest element (e.g. Y = {1,2,3}). Large Ramsey numbers L(m,k,n) grow too
fast to be provably total in Peano arithmetic [34]. As a consequence of the extremely
high growth rate of large Ramsey numbers, we expect that studying the computa-
tion of these numbers with AEM programs will be of interest in terms of under-
standing how to best use parallelism, geometry and time. Another area of interest
is the trade-off of using a separate AEM to find graph isomorphisms that eliminate
isomorphic 2-colorings, when testing for a red or blue triangle [32]. An additional
area to explore would use AEM computations that rely on the simple property that
every subgraph, of a monochromatic graph G, is monochromatic.
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Appendix

We present a Turing Machine definition, where the program definition η is explicitly
represented as a function instead of quintuples ([13], [45]).

Definition 13. Turing Machine
A Turing machine is a triple (Q,A,η) where

• Q is a finite set of states that does not contain the halt state. The states are some-
times represented as natural numbers Q = {2, ...,K}. There is a unique halt state,
represented as h or as 1.

• When machine execution begins, the machine is in an initial state s and s ∈ Q.

• A is a finite set of alphabet symbols that are read from and written to the tape.

• −1 and +1 represent advancing the tape head to the left or right square,
respectively.

• η is a function where η : Q × A → (Q∪ {h})× A×{−1,+1}. η acts as the
program for the Turing machine. For each q in Q and α in A, η(q,α) = (r,β ,x)
describes how machine (Q,A,η) executes one computational step. When in state
q and scanning alphabet symbol α on the tape:

– Machine (Q,A,η) changes to state r.

– Machine (Q,A,η) rewrites alphabet symbol α as symbol β on the tape.

– If x = −1, then machine (Q,A,η) moves its tape head one square to the left
on the tape and is subsequently scanning the symbol in this square.

– If x = +1, then machine (Q,A,η) moves its tape head one square to the right
on the tape and is subsequently scanning the symbol in this square.

– If r = h, machine (Q,A,η) enters the halting state h, and the machine halts.

Definition 14. Turing Machine Tape
The Turing machine tape T is represented as a function T : Z → A where Z

denotes the integers. The tape T is M-bounded if there exists a bound M > 0 such
that T (k) = T ( j) whenever |k|, | j| ≥ M. The Turing machine definitions in [13] and
[45] assume the initial tape, before program execution begins, is M-bounded and the
tape contains only blank symbols, denoted here as #, outside the bound. The symbol
on the kth square of the tape is T (k).

Definition 15. Turing Machine Configuration with Tape Head Location
Let (Q,A,η) be a Turing machine with tape T. A configuration is an element of

the set C = (Q∪{h})×Z×{T : T is tape with range A}. If (q,k,T ) is a configura-
tion, then k is called the tape head location.

Consider the configuration (p,2, . . .##αβ ## . . .). The 1st coordinate indicates that
the Turing machine is in state p. The 2nd coordinate indicates that its tape head is
currently scanning tape square 2, denoted as T (2). The 3rd coordinate indicates that
tape square 1 contains symbol α , tape square 2 contains symbol β , and all other
tape squares contain the # symbol.
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Definition 16. Turing Machine Computational Step
Given Turing machine (Q,A,η) in current configuration (q,k,T ) such that T (k)=

α . After the execution of one computational step, the new configuration is deter-
mined by one and only one of the four cases

1. (r,k−1,S) if η(q,α) = (r,β ,−1) for non-halting state r

2. (r,k + 1,S) if η(q,α) = (r,β ,+1) for non-halting state r

3. (h,k + 1,S) if η(q,α) = (h,β ,+1) for halting state h

4. (h,k−1,S) if η(q,α) = (h,β ,−1) for halting state h

such that for all four cases the new tape S( j) = T ( j) whenever j �= k and S(k) = β .
In cases (3) and (4), the machine execution halts.

If the machine is currently in configuration (q0,k0,T0) and over the next n steps the
sequence of machine configurations (points) is (q0,k0,T0), (q1,k1,T1), (q2,k2,T2),
. . . ,(qn,kn,Tn), then this execution sequence is sometimes called the next n+1 com-
putational steps.
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